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Britannica
stopped printing



  

Brockhaus
stopped printing



  

Encyclopedia Hebraica
stopped printing

(long ago)



  

Kazakh and Konkani
released as CC

(yay)



  

Большая российская 
энциклопедия



  

Great Russian 
Encyclopedia

didn’t stop printing!



  

Specialized encyclopedias 
are quite alive, however



  

Brill
[copyright-restricted image removed]



  

Encyclopedia of Christianity Online
Encyclopedia of Hebrew Language and Linguistics

Encyclopedia of Jews in the Islamic World
Encyclopedia of Medieval Dress and Textiles

Encyclopedia of Medieval Pilgrimage
Encyclopedia of Women & Islamic Cultures

Encyclopedia of the Medieval Chronicle
Enzyklopädie der Neuzeit Online



  

Brill’s Encyclopaedia of the Neo-Latin World
Brill’s Encyclopedia of China

Brill’s Encyclopedia of Hinduism
Encyclopaedia Islamica

Encyclopaedia of Judaism
Encyclopaedia of the Qur ānʾ

Encyclopedia of Ancient Greek Language and Linguistics
Encyclopedia of Arabic Language and Linguistics



  

Encyclopedia of Hebrew
Language and Linguistics

(EHLL)



  

How it all began
(for me)



  

May 2010: “Can I challenge 
you? I was asked to find 

somebody to write an article 
about vocalization for an 

encyclopedia.”

(Of course!)



  

Vocalization?

ליה צד כפ כקי כוי



  

June 9, 2010: “Dear Amir Aharoni,

On behalf of the editors of the 
forthcoming Encyclopedia of Hebrew 

Language and Linguistics, I would like 
to invite you to contribute to the 

encyclopedia the article.”



  

\o/



  

/o\



  

The topic description was 
quite confusing



  

June 9, 2010:
“Dear prof. M., I need a bit of 

help... Which book should I read 
to prepare?”

(Reply: “Don’t ask me,
write to the editor in chief.”)



  

Reading reading reading



  

June 17, 2010:
“Dear prof. Khan, can we 

meet please?”



  

June 18, 2010:
“Please develop the article on 

‘vocalization of Modern Hebrew’ in 
the way that you feel appropriate.

The editors do not wish to be too 
prescriptive about its content.”



  

[copyright-restricted image removed]

Freedom!



  

A different kind of freedom:



  

As long as your article is generally 
reasonable within the topic,

you own it.



  

This is a potential POV problem:

Should Lenin write
the article about Marxism?



  

In Wikipedia we have WP:OWN,
so no personal ownership.

We are prescriptive to each other.

For some publications ownership 
can be a good model.



  

In Wikipedia I don’t wonder
what should I write;

I just write whatever I feel is missing.



  

That book I read?

Useless for the article,
but very good in itself.
I learned something.



  

©



  

The Author hereby assigns to the 
Publisher the full copyright of 

his/her Contribution,



  

which assignment the 
Publisher hereby 

accepts.

(you’re welcome)



  

Consequently, the Publisher shall 
have the exclusive right throughout 

the world to publish and sell the 
Contribution in all languages,

(So don’t even think about putting it
in the Malay Wikipedia.)



  

in whole or in part, including, 
without limitation, any abridgement 

and substantial part thereof,

(Can I rephrase it in a few sentences
in a Wikipedia article?)



  

in book form and in any other form 
including, without limitation, 

mechanical, digital, electronic and 
visual reproduction, electronic 
storage and retrieval systems,

(Just in case you had any kooky ideas.)



  

including internet and intranet 
delivery and all other forms of 

electronic publication now known or 
hereinafter invented.

(!)



  

The Publisher confirms that the 
following rights are reserved to the 

Author:

(Let’s see...)



  

The right after publication to include 
the Contribution free of charge, in a 
compilation of own works in print, 
such as a collection of own articles 

and/or lectures,

(It’s good, isn’t it?)



  

on condition that this does not 
constitute a reproduction of the 

Contribution and that due 
acknowledgment is made of the 

original publication.



  

The right after publication to quote 
the Contribution and/or build on the 

content of the Contribution

(So can I cite it or not?)



  

The right to reproduce the 
Contribution in a limited number of 

copies for the sole purpose of private 
practice.

(How much is “Limited”?)



  

The right to include the Contribution 
in a collection as support to lectures 

and presentations given by the 
Author

(I have the kind permission to hand out my article,
even though I wrote it)



  

Radiohead, OK Computer:
[copyright-restricted image removed]

all songs are published by
warner chappell ltd.
lyrics used by kind permission
even though we wrote them.



  

The right to make announcements of 
the Encyclopedia public in relevant 

circles.

(Is Twitter a “relevant circle”?)



  

All the intellectual and industrial 
property rights or any similar rights 
with respect to (the protection of) 
methods, processes, designs and 

models described in the 
Contribution.



  

Mind=blown
[copyright-restricted image removed]



  

Basically,
it’s a nice reminder of why are we 

writing a Free encyclopedia



  

Language



  

Only English.

Even though it’s about Hebrew.



  

Needless to say,
in Wikipedia this is unheard of.



  

Community



  

?



  

In EHLL I only talk
to the editor in chief.

No community.



  

In Wikipedia
I can talk to other editors,

discuss scope,
ask for support with content

and with technicalities.



  

Wikipedia is not just
a bunch of nerds

to be taken for granted.



  

Original research



  

WP:NOR



  

In EHLL the article is reviewed,
so it’s not original research any more.

And I can cite it in Wikipedia!



  

\o/



  



  

Illustrations



  

In Wikipedia we LOVE adding a lot 
of illustrations,

so it was natural to me that I should 
add illustrations



  

Very few in EHLL.



  

Placed by the typesetters...

...incorrectly



  

$$$



  

For writing in Wikipedia I get

a warm fuzzy feeling



  

For writing in EHLL I get:



  

The Publisher agrees to offer the 
Author a discount of 15% towards 

the publication of the Encyclopedia.



  

$199.5



  

$1,330



  

Ukrainian,
one volume,
third edition:

$13



  

Where does all 
that money go, 

then?



  

Not review.

Typesetting?
Career?

Reputation?
Price discrimination?



  

Copyediting
(and edit warring)



  

I was asked for 1000–2000 words.

I wrote 3000.

They all went in :)



  

Very few corrections,
mostly spelling,

but...



  

 What are the colorful dots?
“Nonpareils”?
 Or “candy”?
[copyright-restricted image removed]



  



  

Eventually, nonpareils was restored
[copyright-restricted image removed]



  

When?



  

Submitted in November 2010

On time.

Really.



  

Apparently,
a lot of other writers didn’t

:)



  

I adhered to the Manual of Style.

I am a Wikipedian,
I love manuals of style.



  

Apparently,
a lot of other writers didn’t

:)



  

Actually published:
September 2013



  

Updating



  

NO.
[copyright-restricted image removed]



  

My factual mistakes,
my misspellings,

outdated information

perpetuated :(



  

The name of one of the editors was 
misspelled on the front page

[copyright-restricted image removed]



  

Well, you know about Wikipedia:
It has hard time staying outdated.



  

Who?



  

Mostly PhDs in
Linguistics, Hebrew, Literature, etc.



  

But also some MAs
and even BAs

(like yours truly)



  

And everybody was happy about it!

The editors, the professors,
the other writers,

and of course,
the young students
who got the chance



  

אאלות? צש

Questions?
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